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Job: Global Master Data Evangelist (m/f/d) Customer

For our client in the Rhine-Main area we are currently looking for a Global Master Data Evangelist (m/f/d) for the domain
Customer (inhouse, perm).
Einsatzort: Rhein-Main, Deutschland
Art der Anstellung: Festanstellung

Ihr Ansprechpartner
Felix Jungnick
+49 69 1539254-12
f.jungnick@element.de

Unternehmensprofil
Our client is one of the largest and most renowned international pharmaceutical players in Germany. Salary, benefits, development
opportunities, internationality, complexity and variety of topics - there is hardly a better address in Germany.

As a globally operating group with enormous resources for business, system and employee development, one is proud of excellent
employee loyalty.

Ihre Aufgaben
You are the first and key point of contact for all master data-related topics in the Customer domain. You implement, communicate
and control the establishment and maintenance of uniform governance structures and strategically develop the domain. This is done
in close cooperation with the executive level (globally) and the decision-makers in the various business units involved (medicine,
compliance, legal, marketing, etc.) This takes place in close dialogue with IT.
The search is not only for a problem solver and data governor, but above all for a problem finder and ambassador who can
identify optimization potential and make the concerns of the domain visible and audible in the company. It is a role for a forward
thinker who does not wait for business requirements, but makes offers to the business itself. You elaborate proper concepts and
then enforce the governance in projects.
Due to the variety of issues and the strong strategic focus, this role is not additionally equipped with the role of a project manager.

Ihr Anforderungsprofil
a higher degree (e.g. Master's or doctorate), ideally with a focus on e.g. IT, marketing, medicine or pharmaceuticals
Excellent analytical skills, very fast comprehension and very good ability to abstract and adapt
Several years of experience in the field of Master Data with conceptual and strategic orientation in an international
environment
Strong communication skills towards executive level, assertiveness and standing
Team player mentality and confident interaction in international, agile structures
Experience e.g. in the area of customer engagement and OTC
Fluent English
International willingness to travel averages 30% (in peak periods up to 50% for short periods)

element GmbH ist Ihre auf Finance & Banking, SAP, IT, Engineering und
Healthcare spezialisierte Personalberatung.

